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Lean Startup BRANDING
Workbook 2: Take Aim—BRAND
Step 2 of the 3-Step RAF Marketing Method of
Branding and Marketing Your Offerings of Value, for Profit
-

-BRANDING PrefaceDo you have an iPhone? When you purchase tablets, laptops, and other
electronics, do you only consider buying from Apple? Why? Perhaps you got used
to their user interface—the layout and icons on their device screens. Or maybe,
Apple convinced you that you'll be 'more creative' using their products over their
competitors. Whatever your reason for buying only Apple devices, it's likely you
have become one of their many 'brand advocates,' a true believer that Apple will
continually deliver you offerings of value.
In just 30 years, Apple has become one of the most recognizable brands of all
time. How did they do this? What convinced you to become a brand advocate of
Apple? And if you are not an Apple devote, why not?
Branding is a powerful tool to market products, services, and messages. The
Branding process—garnering awareness of your offering/s and business—is
essential for startup success, but also to build a sustainable company.
LSB Workbook 2: Take Aim, in the RAF (Ready; Aim; Fire;) Marketing
Method examines the process of Branding. This workbook takes you step-bystep in creating, producing and publishing branding and advertising campaigns
with impact, that grab attention, and motivate the action your marketing efforts
direct. LSB Workbook 2 also provides startups struggling to get traction with
their marketing campaigns a clear and direct process to achieving much greater
response on their marketing efforts, at launch and beyond.
Engaging in marketing your offering and company with branding and advertising
campaigns should begin before your product is completely developed. You, or
someone you hire, should be creating and producing your startup's marketing
efforts for pre-launch and launch simultaneously with the development of your
offering. But before we take the first step in the Branding process, we must
review LSM Workbook 1—PRODUCTIZATION, to be sure your offering is READY to
brand and sell.

LSE Series and the RAF Marketing Method

The Lean Startup Entrepreneurial (LSE) series is a three-step process that
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gives innovators practical, doable steps to build a marketable, sustainable
business. Originally taught live at Stanford, UC Berkeley, and other accredited
universities in L.A. and the Bay area, for the past six years the LSE series has
helped hundreds of students launch and market a startup with the RAF (Ready;
Aim; Fire;) Marketing Method.
1. Get Ready, and Productize your offering.
2. Take Aim, and Brand your offering.
3. Fire, and Launch your marketing efforts.
The RAF Marketing Method in the Lean Startup series has been developed to
actualize marketing theory—put it into a step-by-step process. Each of the three
workbooks, filled with slides, challenges and projects, are step-by-step guides
you'll refer to again and again, to assure you are on the proper path to building a
thriving business. Each workbook in the LSE series provides specific, low-budget,
actionable steps for marketing your offerings, to sell directly, or launch your first
offering, of many others to come, as a profitable company. Every step presented
in each workbook guides learners through the process of creating and producing
marketing tools and material that gets greater response to your campaigns,
generates conversion (try; sign-up; subscribe), and ultimately sales for your new
venture.

LSM Workbook 1: Step 1, examined the process of Productization, step-by-step,
to actualize an idea, or effectively market an existing offering, for profit.
Remember, implementing the RAF Marketing Method in order, will vastly
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increase your odds of startup success:
LSM Workbook 1. Step 1—Get Ready, and PRODUCTIZE.
LSB Workbook 2. Step 2—Take Aim, and BRAND.
LSL Workbook 3. Step 3—Fire, and LAUNCH marketing campaigns.
Simply follow the steps of the RAF (Ready; Aim; Fire;) Marketing Method, in
order, and you’ll be able to actualize most any idea you have now, or any that
may come in the future, into a marketable offering of value, for profit (kind of like
working a math equation... ;-).

Getting Ready to BRAND your offering and startup begins with Productization.
Productizing our ideas, or even fully developed offerings, helps us define
'product/market fit,' i.e. where our offering fits in the marketplace of sellable
items. It also helps us pinpoint target markets and potential users who will find
benefit, or value in the features of our products, services, and company. We
perform competitive analysis during Productization, to make us aware of our
competitors, and define what makes our offering unique, and better than theirs.
We project horizontal and vertical markets so we'll have continuous groups of
people to sell to. And we identify profit models, to be sure we'll make money with
our offering, out of the gate and beyond.
After Productization is established, and well underway, we Take Aim in this
workbook, LSB Workbook 2, and develop marketing efforts directed at the likely
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target audiences we've identified in LSM Workbook 1. We'll take the step-by-step
process of creating and producing branding and marketing tools and collateral,
from product and corporate names, identities and taglines, through
establishing brand standards, to websites, as well as digital and video
advertising to social media marketing (SMM) campaigns.
The LSE series assumes you have the knowledge and means to produce the
offering you envision. LSM Workbook 1—PRODUCTIZATION does not require
that your offering already be actualized. Producing branding and advertising
campaigns during LSB Workbook 2—BRANDING, the development of your
offering should at least be in the works before releasing your pre-launch, and rollout marketing efforts. LSL Workbook 3—LAUNCH, however, you must have a
complete and quality-tested offering to sell.

STOP! Do CHALLENGE #1 before moving on.
♦♦♦

CHALLENGE #1: PRODUCTIZATION
A thorough understanding of Productization is required to effectively apply the
principles and practices of BRANDING. Do NOT move on to Workbook 2: Take Aim
—BRAND, until you've completed all the modules and projects in Workbook 1.
1. Eight (8) Productization lists for your productized offering:
• Features
• Benefits/solutions
• Target Markets
• Target Users
• Competitive Analysis
• Differentiators/UVPs
• Horizontal Markets
• Vertical Markets
2. A working draft of an ELEVATOR PITCH for your offering and company.
3. A PROFIT MODEL timeline of expected revenue in the first year through
the fifth year after the launch of your new venture, including how your
company will generate this income. What sources—target markets and users—
will purchase your offering/s, and for how much?
If you are reading the LSE series hoping to launch a specific idea you are in the
process of producing, or you want to get more traction with your marketing
efforts on a fully developed offering, be sure to DO ALL THE PROJECTS in
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Workbook 1: PRODUCTIZAITON. Get Ready, and productize your offering before
moving on to the steps in this workbook. The lists and documentation you
produce in productizing your product, service, or nonprofit message are essential
to effectively begin the Branding process.
♦♦♦

Step 2: Take Aim and BRAND Your Offering

Branding is the marriage of marketing and design, applied to build
awareness of your product and company, and ultimately sell your offerings.
Startup branding is the process of 'giving birth' to the marketing of your
productized offering. Creating an identity for your product and business, you are
effectively giving your offering a form, a body of marketing material, so it
becomes something real, virtually physical, instead of just an idea or concept in
development.
Have you actualized and productized a software application? An online bakery
delivery service? A new widget that adds value or offers a solution to an existing
problem? Whether a product or service, and/or new company, branding your
offering/s begins with a name—like naming a newborn.
Your new venture must have a pleasing face, a look and feel that is attractive,
and even better if the identity is striking, stunning, captivating. A corporate
I.D., also known as a logo, must be as powerful on a Twitter feed, as the side of
a building. You must create a logo for your startup, but also for each product or
service your company releases.
We give children language to communicate. We must give our offering and
startup a voice with Taglines—an essential component of the corporate identity,
to communicate who we are and what we have to offer. Taglines are the voice
that define the names and faces we create for our offerings and company, in
affect, making the company whole. Taglines also provide the fabric, or skin that
describe the primary mission or function of your products and business.
Beyond the corporate identity, you must produce branded marketing tools and
campaigns to launch and grow any business. Creating advertising that builds
brand awareness and gets response requires an understanding of graphic design,
to produce effective campaigns that motivate action. Design and color theory,
reproduction for print and digital marketing, layout, eye-tracking, photography,
photo editing, video capture, are all covered, here, in LSB Workbook 2.
You'll begin a professional visual library of free and low-cost pictures and video
clips to use in your marketing material. You'll add to this library with free music to
enhance the messaging in your video campaigns. You'll include free typefaces in
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your library that reflect the tone of your words to garner your target audience's
interest. You'll learn tips and tricks of SEO content for creating attentiongrabbing click-advertising, email campaigns, and micro-posts that improve your
search ranking, and get response.

Branding is an ongoing process. Marketing must be continually developed,
produced and published for pre-launch, as well as launch campaigns, and beyond.
LSB Workbook 2: Take Aim covers understanding online technology basics,
from how to write and purchase URLs for your company that improve your search
(SEO) ranking, to responsive user interface (UI) design that looks great on any
computer monitor, as well as mobile devices. We'll explore effective User
Experience (UX) design, to help you keep your audience engaged with your
marketing efforts. Then we parlay this knowledge into building stunning websites
and social media marketing (SMM) campaigns at little to no cost.
Step 2, of the RAF Marketing Method presented in LSB Workbook 2, gives you the
tools, techniques, and step-by-step process to creating identities, and advertising
and marketing campaigns that build awareness of your offering and company, and
convert viewers to try, subscribe, or buy.

Projects for LSB Workbook 2: BRANDING

There are five multifaceted projects throughout this workbook. Completing
each of the BRANDING projects will give both your potential offering and startup
names, including one to several online addresses (URLs), a face—logo
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identities, and a voice with taglines for your offering and company. You'll
implement brand standards that will keep you, and those you hire, producing
marketing efforts that will build brand awareness of each offering you create, as
well as give your new venture a memorable brand.
You'll learn how to produce websites, landing pages, video advertising, and
social media marketing (SMM) campaigns for the pre-launch of your new offering,
to sell directly, or to actualize a startup with your first product of many to come.
(In LSL Workbook 3: Step 3— Fire, you'll learn how to LAUNCH the marketing
efforts you create in both LSB Workbook 2, and LSL Workbook 3. You'll create
multichannel branding and advertising campaigns and publish them online, as
well as in print, for maximum impact, and the greatest possible response to your
marketing efforts.)

Of course, it's your choice to engage in producing your own branding and
advertising campaigns, or hire an ad agency or graphic designer to create the
marketing required to launch your new venture. However, working the process of
branding will help you intimately understand the branding process. So, even if
you want to hire an agency or designer to create your marketing, I highly
recommend walking the process of naming your offering and company, designing
logos, coming up with product and corporate taglines, and starting a visual, audio
and type library of usable images, video clips, music, and fonts, for your
marketing efforts.
The knowledge you'll gain in producing your own marketing, even if you don't use
it, will aide you in directing those you hire to economically produce advertising
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and marketing material for your offering, since you'll learn what it costs, in time,
and real dollars, to produce a campaign by producing some yourself. You'll also be
better equipped to direct the designer or agency you contract to produce tightly
targeted branding advertising that gets the greatest response. A thorough
understanding of the Productization and Branding process allows you to be the
conduit that keeps marketing and design married, and producing better
campaigns together.
You can read each of these workbooks twenty times, memorize them in fact, and
not learn as much as you will from doing the projects. To really understand how
something works—you must work the process.
Welcome to LSB Workbook 2: Branding. I hope you'll engage in this learning
opportunity to BRAND your newly productized offering (LSM Workbook 1). It's
time to meet your creative potential, give birth to the marketing of your new
venture, and manifest a job you'll love.

Challenges

There are a few challenges scattered throughout this workbook, usually at the
end of important content to remember. Completed challenges will not be used to
market your offering or startup, but are provided as an adjutant to your
understanding of the Branding process.
If you already have a complete offering, but want to get more traction with your
marketing efforts, working the challenges will help broaden your knowledge of the
intricacies of branding, as well as the marketing process.
As with the projects, I strongly suggest you do all the challenges! Beyond working
each project to create and then produce your marketing campaigns, both the
projects and challenges in the LSE series have been designed to accelerate your
learning of the Lean Startup Marketing process.

The Private Language of Any Industry

Most every industry, from baked goods to software, has its own private language.
Learning the language of business marketing is essential for startup success.
Throughout LSB Workbook 2, as well as the entire LSE series, you will see words
in bold. You'll also find acronyms—abbreviated initials of broader concepts—used
every day in the entrepreneurial industry. It is imperative these terms and
acronyms get inside your head. Pay extra attention to the words and phrases in
bold, and the acronyms that follow them. Even if you don't always remember
their meaning, over the course of the entire LSE series, you'll see them in context
often enough to learn the language of Startup Marketing.
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Access to LSB Workbook 2 Slides

You will find all the slides in LSB Workbook 2 at this URL address:
https://idea2product4profit/lsb-workbook2-slides
Password: LSBWorkbook2-Branding
♦♦♦♦♦♦
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MODULE 13: IDENTITY DEVELOPMENT
-Personal BrandingSo, what is branding? Let's take it down to the personal level. YOU are being
branded. We all are! From how you look, to the clothing you choose, to what you
buy, and even say—the words you use both in-person and online—IS your brand.
You have a persona you wear in public. You'll likely dress different, and use
different language at work than you will in your home environment. Your personal
brand is your public persona.
Do you have a personal Facebook page? Is it separate from your business profile
page? It should be! Apply for a job, a college, or going on a first date, and it's
likely the business, university, or your upcoming date is looking you up to learn
about you through your social media accounts. Your social media profile pages
are part of your public persona—your brand.
Your public persona—your personal brand—begins with a name. It is wise to make
up a fake name to separate your personal social media accounts with your publicfacing accounts. If you choose to use your real name, be sure to keep all your
posts 'clean.' Don't cuss online. Don't identify your religion, or get political, or
take any position that will brand you as a 'liberal,' or 'conservative,' or an atheist.
Don't get angry at a business for their poor products or customer service. Don't
take an argument with your boss, or even your partner or friend online. Take your
issues to your therapist and keep your personal problems offline. Trust me, it will
not help your professional life, and often hurt you personally as well to brand your
public persona as a whiner, or too outspoken, or angry.
It takes time to build a positive brand image, and only minutes to destroy it, like
posting a rant, or engaging in a flame war (a hostile interaction) online. Protect
and nurture your public persona—your personal brand. Represent yourself as you
wish others to see you. Make no mistake about it, more than just a potential
employer or date is looking at you, and watching your every move.

Marketing to Our Personal Brands

Your personal brand is valuable to advertisers. Marketing uses our personal brand
—our public persona—to sell to us. LSM Workbook 1, Module 6: Target Marketing
and Targeting Users, illuminated how marketing categorizes each one of us to fit
into a segment, or group of people with similar characteristics to ours. All of us
are likely segmented by advertisers with topic classifiers, essentially labels,
from four primary data sources:
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• Demographic—age, sex, education level, income level, marital
status.
• Geographic— location, ethnicity, climate, environmental conditions.
• Psychographic—personality traits, values, attitudes, interests,
beliefs, religion, lifestyles.
• Behavioral—purchase data, customer loyalty, web-surfing habits,
social media posts.
As we age, our personal brand changes. What categorized each of us at 10 years
old is going to be different at 15, or 21, or 35, or 50. Some of our demographic
data changes, from our age, to our marital status, to even our gender, if we
chose to change our sex. Our geographic data usually changes. We move from
our parents house to living on our own, sometimes close by, sometimes far from
home. Our psychographic data changes. What we think, do, and react to
changes with the passing of time, and life circumstances. Our behavioral data
changes over time as well, from our food choices, to our fashion statements, to
our health requirements, to our web-surfing and purchase habits.
People have become a valuable product in most business transactions today. Our
information is bought and sold for billions, daily. Marketers, and affiliate networks
like Google, Microsoft, Apple, or Facebook, even the 'loyalty' cards issues by our
grocery, or box-chain stores track our behavior. These companies gather
information on each of us in real-time, on what we search for and look at online,
to what we click on, try, and buy on the internet, as well as in-person with our
credit cards. The only way to avoid tracking of what you purchase is to pay with
cash, or cryptocurrency, like Bitcoin, as long as you don't allow your receipt to be
sent via email.
With all this information businesses and affiliate networks are gathering about us
today, you'd think it'd be easy to motivate people to buy our products and
services with our marketing efforts, or at least remember our company name—
our corporate brand. So why aren't response and conversion rates greater than
ever before? Because people lie. We lie to ourselves—tell ourselves we need
things we don’t, or make promises we never keep, like dieting, exercise, control
spending, less time on our electronic devices, YouTube…etc. We lie to each other,
because we believe it ourselves, or we want to appear smarter, kinder, wiser. We
ALL fib, exaggerate, fabricate, remember wrong because memory has been
proven to be faulty. Humans are fickle, which is what makes figuring out what
motivates us particularly difficult when we often don’t know ourselves. Our public
persona simply reflects what we want to show, to ourselves, and whoever else is
looking at us. It doesn't necessarily reveal what we really think, or actually do in
private (offline, and with no one watching), or will do.
Algorithms that collect and analysis all our data position each of us into segments
—broad target markets that classify our personal brand with people similar to us,
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who are potentially interested in the same things we are. However, assessing and
categorizing our behavior only tells marketers what we do—where we go online,
and offline (your cellphone has an accelerometer and GPS tracking in it showing
your route and location), how long we stay at any given place, or on a website, if
we take an action, like purchasing a product, or filling out a form. It does not
automatically give the reason why someone chooses to take an action.
In the past, the value of our personal brand was not defined our actions, but by
our last name. In days of old, your family linage (and gender) defined the job,
wealth, and position in society you could attain. While this is still true in some
countries, most modern cultures today offer the opportunity to rise above, or
disassociate ourselves from our parentage. While our personal brand is still under
the umbrella of our name, whether from our linage, or a moniker we invent for
ourselves, our public persona—our brand—is now defined by what we choose to
do with our time, the actions we take over the course of our lifetime.
Just like with our personal brand, a company brand takes time to establish.
Companies change, hopefully grow over time, just as people do. For a company
to thrive requires a healthy mix of new features to their existing products and
services, as well as new offerings that are well-received, to garner 'brand
advocates.' If the startup is branded effectively, the company's name recognition
usually grows as the business mature.
We begin the branding process by creating a name for your offering, and your
new venture. Even if you plan to sell only one type of offering, directly—a book on
Amazon, an algorithm to Oracle, or your pottery on Etsy—this offering will likely
be your first offering of many to come. You must put your very first offering under
a 'corporate umbrella,' effectively creating a house to put your current and
upcoming products and services (a place to grow each new creation).

-Corporate Branding-

Apple did not become a brand name without any products. The Apple II, and then
the Macintosh, running software from spreadsheets to Pagemaker (one the first
desktop publishing packages) branded Apple into the mega-corporation it is
today. You must have an offering—a product, service, or [nonprofit] message
such as a religion, or a cause—to create a company brand.
We begin the branding process by establishing names for your offering and
startup. There are only a few subtle variations between branding a startup and
branding a new product, service, or message (which we'll review in a minute).
They both require at least five (5) components to create and produce effective
identity packages.
1. Corporate I.D., also known as a LOGO.
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2. Corporate Tagline, also known as a 'slogan,' that captures the
essences of the offerings the company plans to sell.
3. Product Logos and Taglines must be developed for every new
offering released.
4. Brand Standards, strict guidelines for use and display of logos and
taglines that build brand awareness with every campaign, across all
media channels.
5. Productization lists, which were produced in LSM Workbook 1.

Naming Your New Venture

You already have (or should have by now) your Productization lists of features,
benefits/solutions, target markets, and unique value propositions (UVPs). You
even know (or should know by now) some of your competitors, as well as a few
additional horizontal and vertical markets—potential new audiences to sell your
offering. These lists are going to help you build your brand components, so it's
important at this point that you have these lists fully populated, or, at least,
implemented.

Corporate branding is “umbrella” branding—directed at very broad target
markets. You want to focus your corporate brand name and image (logo icon) on
what your company will produce overall. Ford Motor Company produces
automobiles. Sure, they produce other things, like tractors, buses, even financial
services for financing their vehicles, but most everything they produce is related
to vehicles of some type or another.
©2019 J Cafesin
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Your startup may be producing different offerings five years down the line than
the product or service you've launched with, but it is likely your company will still
produce offerings in the same general category as you began. Apple began with
computers, then segued into music players, and cellphone, but most all Apple
products are electronic devices, or services for their devices. Every offering you
release at launch and beyond, will be housed under the umbrella of your
corporate brand.
Your company's name should be ambiguous enough that it doesn't pinpoint your
business to any specific product or service. Remember, your startup's offerings
will change over time, likely even before launch. You'll discontinue obsolete
products, and add new, and (hopefully) improved offerings. During its time, each
product or service has its own name. The candy maker, Nestlé, has Crunch Bars,
and Butterfingers, but their corporate name remains the same. When choosing a
corporate name for your startup, make sure that it captures the essence of what
you plan to sell. Your startup name should not change over time, but build brand
awareness and instill trust in your company, throughout the life of your business.
Begin the process of choosing a name for your new company using one of the
three typical naming paradigms:
• Founder's Name, or Factitious Name
• Product Feature or Benefit
• Location
Founder's or Factitious Name
Wells Fargo Bank began with Henry Wells and William Fargo in the 1850s, who
started an east coast banking services for the west coast gold rush.
Prada is a fashion label by the Italian designer, Miuccia Prada. It began in Milan,
Italy, in 1913.
HP is Hewlett Packard, named after Bill Hewlett and Dave Packard. In 1939 they
formalized their partnership, and the two men, working from a garage in Palo
Alto, CA, tossed a coin to see who's name would go first.
Nestlé, known for their candy and chocolates, began in Switzerland, in 1867, by
Henri Nestlé, who created one of the first infant foods for women who couldn't
breastfeed. (Nestlé now owns Gerber baby foods.)
Are you creating your own fashion line, or food label, or even a commercial blog
or vlog (video blog), like Martha Stewart—the home-lifestyle celebrity? A typical
naming convention for these types of personal products and services is using part
or all of the founder's name for their corporate identity. It can be a pseudonym, a
'stage name,' but branding a personal name to a uniquely custom product
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unconsciously represents an artist, or an important, trusted individual, and adds
the perception of value to your offering.
Founder's often use bizarre, seemingly random names, like the gaming company
Zinga, named after the founder's dog. The electric car company, Tesla, uses the
name of the famous physicist, Nikola Tesla.
A founder's name, or the name of their dog as the company name, doesn't make
the brand. Remember, a blogger's content, or company's offerings initially make
their brand [name] memorable (“A rose by any other name would smell as
sweet.” —Shakespeare).
Product's Feature or Benefit
Corporate names are often derived from the product or service itself—the
features or benefits of the offering. These may be real or perceived benefits, and
can be taken directly from your Productization lists that you began in LSM
Workbook 1. You've already identified your offering's features and benefits (List
1A and 1B), and the unique value, or UVPs of your offering (List 3B). Create a
name that reflects these features and benefits.
Jack Dorsey, co-founder of Twitter, came up with using an SMS (short message
service) to communicate online. The original project name for the service was
twttr, after the five-character length of American SMS short codes. During an all
day brainstorming session, Dorsey claims they came across the word 'twitter,' as
a perfect definition for 'a short burst of inconsequential information,' as 'chirps
from birds'. Since the Twitter domain name was already taken, six months after
the launch of twttr, they purchased the domain and changed the name of the
service to Twitter.
Originally an online directory, “the facebook” offered profile pages to Harvard
students that included a photo of their face. Their first logo, reflecting their 'face'
feature, was a header across the top of each page. It had a sketch of the actor, Al
Pacino's face, in the upper left corner, and the words [thefacebook] in the upper
right corner, in a similar blue that is used in their logo today. Designed by Andrew
McCollum, who was a co-founder of Facebook’s original team, as [thefacebook]
extended beyond Harvard students, they dropped Pacino's face, and the brackets
around the text, but kept the logo text identity. Their current logo is similar to the
san-serif typeface of the original [thefacebook].
Google founders Larry Page and Sergey Brin originally considered the name
Backrub, for their program's analysis of "back links" that categorized a website's
contents. Sean Anderson, a fellow graduate student, came up with "googolplex,"
the number 1 followed by 100 zeros, to amplify the indexing engine's benefit of
returning virtually limitless amounts of information. Sean searched the web to see
if the name was available, but misspelling "googol” as Google. And so the name
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was registered as Google.com.
Nike's co-founder Phil Knight wanted to name the brand, "Dimension Six." Geoff
Hollister, an early employee, wanted to stay in the zone of Puma, after the
cougar, and suggested the name "Peregrine," a type of falcon. Another employee
suggested "Bengal." None of these options were popular with other employees.
Popular brand names, such as Kleenex and Xerox, had no more than two syllables
and at least one exotic letter or sound, as with Z, X or K. Johnson, who ran their
east coast factory, came up with Nike—the Greek winged goddess of victory. All
but Phil Knight's name suggestions gave the perception of fast, nimble, agile,
reflecting the benefit that Nike sports shoes offer.
Location
Like founder's names, naming a company after a specific location probably goes
back pretty far, but we still use this naming convention today.
Adobe Corporation carries products like Photoshop and Illustrator. The company
began in co-founder John Warnock's garage. Their name comes from the Adobe
Creek in Los Altos, California, which, at one time, ran behind his house.
Southwest Airlines launched with very smart marketing all around, but especially
in their corporate naming convention. When they first rolled out as an
independent airline, they only flew to the southwestern United States. Southwest
originally niche marketed to fliers interested in going only to the southwest U.S.
No major airline took you directly to the southwestern states at that time, often
routing passengers with several stopovers just to get from L.A. to Phoenix or
Tuscon, only a few hundred miles away. Southwest Airlines offered many direct
flights to get you to the southwest and back quickly. Their company name is not
only the location they first serviced, but it was also their greatest benefit!
The name Amazon.com came from its CEO, Jeff Bezos. He started looking for a
company name in the dictionary to find a word that broadly represented his
upcoming online bookstore. Knowing much of the internet was, and is
alphabetically ordered, Bezos started his dictionary search in the 'A's,' so his
company name would be on the top of most lists, and, in effect, be the first
returns in a search as well.
The Amazon river is the largest river in the world by volume. Bezos planned to
make his bookstore the largest in the world, so he chose the name Amazon, as it
begins with an 'A,' and represented the massive volume he planned for his online
store. Starting his company name with the letter 'A' was smart branding, and
something that you should consider when naming your company.
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Corporate Divisions
If your company buys another, or breaks up the original company into multiple
divisions, a corporate division name and identity are required. Corporate divisions
typically have the original company name, and even corporate logo, with the
addition of the primary feature or benefit of that division. Nike Golf, Amazon Web
Services, Xbox Live (MMOG gaming). Each of these corporate divisions not only
begins with the original corporate name and logo, but also identifies the key
feature each of the divisions provides. When naming corporate divisions, be sure
to begin with the corporate name (and logo I.D.), then add the primary feature or
benefit the new division offers.

What's in a [Company] Name

Whether naming your company after the founder's name, a factious name; the
offering's features, or real or perceived benefits; or you name your company after
a real or imagined location, the name of your company isn't all that important.
Yahoo!, originally a web directory, renamed from Jerry and David's Guide to the
World Wide Web (Jerry Yang and David Filo founders), did not become famous
because of their name. As cool as it was for a technology service, at the time, in
1995, its user interface (UI) was simple, and user-friendly for everyone, as
were their marketing campaigns. They were funny, and non-technical, verging on
absurd, the opposite of most other web services of their kind.
Facebook did not become the most popular social network online because their
name is so profoundly brilliant. Nor was the name Nike, or even Amazon. These
companies got famous because the features of their offerings gave (and still give)
real value. Their products and services provided real or perceived benefits to a lot
of people, and still do, which is why they are still in business. In 2017, Yahoo!
was sold to Verizon Communications after its user-base, and stock price, had
been stagnate for years.
Remember, your company name is the beginning of your brand. Your corporate
branding only becomes recognized and remembered by continually delivering
products or services of value. So, don't dwell on what to name your company!
Pick a company name using any one of the three naming conventions, buy the
URL (we'll review how to purchase domains, next), and move on to the mountain
of work ahead of you. Building your brand name will happen organically if the
products and services your organization continually delivers has benefit to users.

-Product BrandingNaming Your Offering
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Naming products and services differs from 'umbrella' branding of corporations.
You'll give your offering a name, logo, and tagline, but all three should be focused
on a feature or benefit of the offering itself.
Branding the products and services within your corporation, your offering's
identity should be much more focused on a real or perceived benefit that the
features of your offering provides.

Household products, like cleansers, or dish soap, generally have a combination of
visual words representing their best feature and benefit.
Soft Scrub, is a mild cleaning fluid. The offering's name is describing its key
feature and benefit, and what sets it apart from competitors like Comet, which is
a grainy powder cleanser.
Windex, is a window cleaner—the EX evokes high tech, or 'extra powerful,
extraordinary, exceptional,' imagery.
Fabreze, a spray to mask odor—FABulous bREZE, evokes fresh air imagery. These
names represent a benefit of the product that they're branding. (We'll examine
visual words in the Copywriting Module of LSL Workbook 3.)
Naming software programs or applications is the same as naming any other
offering. The name should be derived from the feature or benefit of what the
offering does. You [should] already know what your offering does, in detail, from
your Productization lists. List 1A—FEATURES and 1B—BENEFITS explicitly explain
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what your product or service IS and DOES.
Quickbooks, by Intuit, is accounting software. “Keeping the books” is a common
colloquialism for business accounting. Doing the 'books' quickly and simple is a
direct benefit of their software.
Microsoft Office is software that performs office administration functions. They are
touting the key feature of their software in their offering's name.
Photoshop is a photo-editing program. Adding “shop” to “photo” implies working
on photography, which is what their software enables users to do.
Even iPhone speaks to the perceived benefit of owning an Apple product, as most
of their consumer-friendly products begin with an 'i.' iPhone. iPod. iPad.
Video games have the same naming convention as any other offerings, describing
a feature and/or benefit of the game itself.
DriveClub, a PS4 (Sony PlayStation) game is clearly an MMOG (massive
multiplayer online game) car racing game. DriveClub VR also describes the
addition of virtual reality (VR) to this gaming experience.
Team Assault, speaks for itself. It is clearly a FPS (first person shooter) game,
and its logo screams this with the bullet holes in the panel the name is visually
stenciled on.
We Ski, speaks for itself, a FPP (first person perspective) virtual skiing and
downhill racing experience.
Naming products, services, or even messages, such as Global Climate Action, a
United Nation initiative to stop global warming, choose or invent names that
describe what the offering does, the key feature and/or benefit of the product
itself. When naming your offerings, be sure to review your Productization lists:
1A, 1B, and 3B—your UVPs—to accurately describe and position, or 'fit' your
offerings in the marketplace of sellable items.

-The Mechanics of URLsGive Your Company a Web Address
So, you've chosen great names for your offering and company. Congratulations!
You're on the way to turning your productized offering into a real, marketable
product, service, and startup. LSB Workbook 2 takes you step-by-step through
the process of creating an effective logo for your new offering and company in
few modules forward, but for now, you need a web address to give your new
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